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LA REFERENCIA REPOSITORY DASHBOARD

- An alpha version of a Dashboard for LA Referencia repository managers is already
available. It integrates the LR Harvester validator results and is ready to consume and present
Open Broker API.

- The production version of LA Referencia Dashboard will run at national level, querying and
delivering services from the national level (validation), the regional level (statistics) and the
OpenAIRE level (broker).



OPENAIRE GRAPH API INTEGRATION



LA REFERENCIA IN OPENAIRE EXPLORE

Before

Now



BACKGROUND
LA Referencia is a regional repository network with a hierarchal structure:

1. National nodes (countries) harvest individual repositories 

2. LA Referencia regional node harvest national nodes

3. OpenAIRE Harvest LA Referencia

Before this work OpenAIRE harvested and processed LA Referencia as a 
monolithic collection

In order to integrate OpenAIRE services such as OpenAIRE Graph API, 
Usage Statistics and OpenAIRE Broker a way to trace and identify original 
repositories behind LA Referencia was needed.

Example: To deliver Broker Events to a repository manager for a given record, OpenAIRE
pipeline needs to know the source repository.  

Registering every single repository in OpenAIRE was not an option. 



ACTIONS. IMPROVING RECORD PROVENANCE

1. We implemented the very same strategy that OpenAIRE, ask repositories to
register in OpenDOAR.

2. Most of L.A. repositories were not registered, so a registering campaign was
necessary. The coverage was increased but still working on that. OpenAIRE
services are a great incentive to encourage repositories to register.

3. We improved the record provenance metadata to address the repository id
(ie: OpenDOAR ID). This change was discussed with OpenAIRE team during
technical meetings.

4. Developed a software update of LA Referencia platform running at national
level. After the update the national nodes started to track ids, enrich and
deliver metadata records to the higher aggregation levels.

5. Then we worked with the OpenAIRE harvesting and indexation team in
order to push the improved metadata into the OpenAIRE pipeline.

6. After a full harvest and indexing cycle individual repositories behind LA
Referencia aggregator can be identified, so services can be delivered
properly to each one.



NEXT STEPS

- Integrate OpenAIRE Broker API into LA Referencia Repository Dashboard and 
report the results.

- Beyond the OpenAIRE Advance project, LA Referencia, IBICT (Brazil) and CNR 
OpenAIRE teams are exploring the integration of OpenAIRE Graph results into the 
new version of LR Harvester(*), which is focused in metadata enrichment and linking 
with CRIS and National CVs Systems.

* LR Harvester version 4.0 is being development in collaboration with IBICT (Brazil) and FCT/Univ. Minho (Portugal)   
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